Intelligent Automation for Digital Business
Today, every business is a digital business. End-to-end business processes can span
dozens of enterprise applications and digital platforms - and every one of them
needs to perform as designed. Disruption to business continuity is unacceptable in
this rapidly changing application landscape where delays can keep companies from
achieving strategic business outcomes.

ACCELERATE EVERY DIGITAL
PROJECT

First generation manual testing and scripting approaches are no longer enough
when it comes to ensuring enterprise application quality. Global 5000 companies are
adopting code-free automation to deliver value to the business faster, cheaper, and
more efficiently than ever before.

•
•
•
•

Worksoft’s automation solutions for discovery, compliance, documentation, testing
and RPA help companies replace manual effort, significantly improve quality, and
increase business agility, all while shortening timelines and reducing risk.

•
•
•

SAP S/4HANA
Agile & DevOps
New Implementations
Upgrades
Consolidations
Cloud Apps
Web & Mobile Apps

Whether your business relies on SAP, Oracle, Salesforce.com, Workday, SuccessFactors,
Ariba, Hybris, ServiceNow or other enterprise apps, automation helps organizations:
•
•
•

Deploy new technology faster and shorten project timelines
Achieve the highest level of quality business execution by automatically
discovering and testing crucial processes
Eliminate the time, cost, and manual effort with automation for discovery,
documentation, compliance and testing

REDUCE TECHNOLOGY RISK

ACCELERATE IT PROJECTS

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

90%

40%

50,000

automation of core business
process validation for high quality

faster projects, upgrades,
and new implementations

hours saved annually and millions
in cost savings with automation
software
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Worksoft Analyze
Worksoft Analyze delivers automated business process discovery and visualization for
companies that rely on enterprise applications. Automatically capture and understand
every critical business process and variation. This unique approach dramatically reduces
the time and effort needed to create and execute automated end-to-end business process
tests.

Worksoft CertifyTM
Worksoft Certify delivers speed and agility by automating the testing of end-to-end
business processes across all enterprise applications – from mobile, to desktop, to
mainframe. The solution helps companies ensure critical business processes continue
to function as designed even as changes are made to underlying applications. Its highly
adaptive, patented object action framework technology eliminates traditional test coding,
reduces test maintenance, and delivers resilient, reusable libraries of tests.

Worksoft Impact
Worksoft Impact is an easy-to-use risk-based testing solution that automates the
identification and analysis of SAP transports and provides lists of impacted transactions,
examines existing test coverage, and pinpoints gaps. This enables users to identify risks,
focus testing efforts, and accelerate SAP release cycles without business disruption.

Worksoft Business Process Procedure (BPP)
Worksoft BPP generates comprehensive business process documentation from Worksoft
Certify business process execution. With all critical end-to-end processes discovered and
tested, companies can simply and effectively create “just-in-time documentation” of test
results, and easily meet compliance needs.

Worksoft Execution Manager
Worksoft Execution Manager gives users the control to schedule and run Worksoft Certify
tests whenever they want, in parallel and at scale. Maximize the value of your investment
in automation with unattended, around the clock testing. Running tests in parallel allows
customers to scale their regression testing to cover every process, every day.

Are you ready to find out what value you, your team, or your company can achieve with
automation for packaged applications? Let’s explore it together. info@worksoft.com
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